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answer: option d explanation : he
is known to have restored the
samudragupta statue in gupta era.
he also sent embassies to
alexander the great, who visited
india in 326 b.c. to the east of
punjab. he is known to have
invaded the punjab region to the
west of punjab. thus the early
historians call him a great king.
answer: option d explanation : he
was the first emperor of the gupta
dynasty of india. his empire grew
in size and he expanded it to most
of the indian subcontinent. he is
said to have conquered all of north
india and then the entire
subcontinent. he is also called the
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father of the indian empire
because of his achievements. he
built the country's first
administrative and legal system, a
collection of books and a navy.
answer: option b explanation :
chandragupta maurya became the
first ruler of the mauryan empire,
in 319 bce. his father was
shuchandra, and his mother was
jitavana. the indian epics, the
mahabharata and the ramayana,
tell us that he was a great
conqueror, the first mauryan
emperor, and the greatest king in
the history of india. he founded the
maurya dynasty, which ruled most
of india until the start of the gupta
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dynasty in the 6th century ce.
answer: option b explanation :
chandragupta maurya was an
indian ruler who is most
remembered for establishing the
mauryan empire. he is known for
his military and political success,
and is one of the most celebrated
and influential figures in indian
history. his dynasty, the mauryas,
lasted for over two centuries.
chandragupta was born in the
village of hastinapur in 340 bc, in
the state of present-day uttar
pradesh. the royal family of the
nandas of the abhiras had been
ruling in the area for a long time.
chandragupta is said to be the son
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of a nanda prince and his
maidservant, mura. mura was a
member of the shudra caste, the
lowest rung in the hindu caste
system, which is of non-aryan
ancestry. he is also said to have
belonged to the moriya tribe of
peacock-tamers.
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